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“To join the BRICS alliance is
an important step forward in our
history”
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What prompted you to enter politics and which are the
main milestones in your political career?
I became aware of the political situation in South
Africa, which was characterized by laws that were suppressive to the black majority, early in life. At a time
when the quality of education provided was determined by the colour of your skin, I decided to join the
struggle for a free South Africa where all could be
equal before the law and started my political career
as a student activist. I was finally expelled from the
Mmadikoti Technical College and from the University
of Fort Hare for political reasons and was arrested on
several occasions. This led me to join the Umkhonto
Wesizwe, the military wing of the African National
Congress (ANC), in an attempt to participate in the
struggle for the liberation of the South African black
majority from the apartheid system which had subjugated them.
Since then, and after the National Party-led Government’s decision to release Nelson Mandela and lift
the ban on the ANC, I have served as a Member of
the Executive Council (MEC) for Economic Affairs,
Environment and Tourism and later as MEC for Local
Government and Housing in the Eastern Cape Provincial Government from 1992 to 1998; as Head of
Presidency and National Spokesperson for the ANC
from 1998 to 2008; and as Member of Parliament
from 2009 to 2014. I was also a former member of the
National Executive Committee (NEC) and National
Working Committee (NWC) of the ANC. As a former
rugby player, I am also founder member of the National Sport Congress.
I have always subscribed to the vision of former President Nelson Mandela who once said the following:
“I have fought against white domination and I have
fought against black domination. I have cherished
the ideal of a democratic and free society in which all
persons live together in harmony with equal opportunities. It is an ideal which I hope to live for, and
to see realized. If needs be, it is an ideal for which I
am prepared to die”. Many of my colleagues lost their
lives in order to forge this common national identity
and transform South Africa into a country that is fully
integrated into the international community in every
field, from international politics to sports, and which,
in spite of its challenges, has become an example for
the whole world.

How do you view your stay in Spain as South African
Ambassador?
My role has mainly been a diplomatic role which has been
facilitated by the synergies that exist between South Africa
and Spain. These have laid a solid foundation for the vast
political and economic exchange that now takes place between the two countries. It has become clear that Spain and
South Africa share common interests and challenges. This
has led to extensive collaboration between the two countries
on a bilateral and multilateral political and economic level. A
milestone in this regard over the past year has been the election of Spain as one of temporary members of the United
Nations Security Council for the 2015-2016 Term. During
my term, Spain has also continued to diversify and pursue
foreign investment opportunities in my country, leading to
an ongoing increase in trade and investment relations between Spain and South Africa.
Special cooperation agreements have also been forged with
Spanish educational institutions such as the IE Business
School and between South African and Spanish universities.
There has also been extensive sport and cultural exchange
between the two countries. As you recall, the 2010 FIFA
World Cup, held in South Africa, was won by Spain. This
event was crucial in putting South Africa on the map in
Spain and vice-versa.
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BILATERAL RELATIONS
What are most important aspects of Spanish-South
African political relations? What are South Africa’s
priorities in its bilateral relations with Spain?
South Africa’s relations with Spain predate the 1994
democratic transition. The advent of democracy in
South Africa has, however, dramatically increased the
level of bilateral relations between the two countries.
South Africa and Spain have identified the need to
deepen all spheres of cooperation, leading to an exponential increase in bilateral political consultations
and especially in trade and investment relations.
In December 2000, South Africa and Spain signed a
Memorandum of Understanding, which has served
as a legal framework for our bilateral consultations
and cooperation. Ten Annual Consultations at Deputy Minister-level have been held to date, the last one
held in Madrid from 09-10 April 2015. These alternate between South Africa and Spain.
In recent years, the Spanish Government has also begun to view South Africa as an important strategic
partner in Africa in view of our mutual commitment
to important values such as democracy, peace and security in the African continent. This has led to extensive collaboration between the two countries at a multilateral level. An example of this is the ongoing close
cooperation that exists between the two countries in
the struggle against piracy in the Indian Ocean. As
you recall, the 2010 FIFA World Cup, held in South
Africa, was won by Spain. This event was crucial in
putting South Africa on the map in Spain and vice
versa. Spain is a member of the European Union and
is one of the most developed countries in the region.
As such, South Africa’s relationship with Spain seeks
to ensure that we learn from each other while also ensuring that the relationship benefits both our peoples.
Last year, the Spanish Government chose South Africa as one of its priority markets on the basis of the
investment and trade opportunities available in its
market. What are the main sectors in South Africa
that have been targeted by Spanish companies for
FDI and exports?
Spain’s decision to choose South Africa as one of its
priority markets outside the EU has led to a new stage in Spanish-South African trade relations. Trade
between the two countries has increased substantially
from R15.6 billion ( 1.3 billion) in 2009 to R29 billion
( 2.6 billion) in 2014. During the first seven months
of 2015, Spanish exports to South Africa amounted
to 799 million euros, an increase of 10% compared to
the figures of the first half of 2014.
South Africa also remains the largest recipient of
Spanish outward investment to Africa, with foreign
direct investment (FDI) over the period 2006-2014
estimated at over R12 billion. Of special importance
is Spain’s involvement in South Africa’s renewable
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energy programme, where around 40% of this programme is being delivered by Spanish companies.
Around 150 Spanish companies have invested in
South Africa and they are estimated to have created
over 1,812 jobs, largely in the following FDI sectors:
Energy, Financial Services, Tourism, Textiles, IT &
Software, Metals and Mining. I would, therefore,
like to encourage Spanish companies to make use of
the opportunities for business in every conceivable
economic sector.

Which industrial sectors in South Africa offer the best
opportunities to expand the investment and trade links
between the two countries in the future?
SSouth Africa offers significant opportunities for Spanish
companies. During my term in Spain, I have become aware
that Spanish companies have a competitive advantage in
several areas, especially in the fields of infrastructure and
renewable energy, which are presently also the focus of the
South African Government’s development plans. Spanish
companies are also encouraged to focus on the opportuni-

ties that exist in the following sectors: metals, agro processing, tourism, textiles, automotives & equipment, mining,
railway infrastructure, water, pharmaceuticals, etc.
Furthermore, South Africa boasts of a strong institutional
capacity, secure property rights, an effective tax system,
world-class higher education institutions and science
councils, established energy, transport, water and communications infrastructure networks, expertise and capacity in many areas and a sound macroeconomic and fiscal
framework.
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South Africa’s Constitution (including its Bill of Rights) protects foreign investment. Trade and industry
takes place within the framework of a free enterprise economy and the courts are open to foreigners on
exactly the same terms and conditions as South African
citizens.
Can Spain’s bilateral relations with South Africa enhance greater relations between Spain and the African continent in general?
South Africa is ideally positioned to offer Spanish companies a platform to pursue the infrastructure opportunities
that are expected to arise on the continent, especially in the
energy, transport and water sectors. These opportunities will
grow, as the ‘Cape-to-Cairo’ free trade agreement involving
26 African countries is implemented and expanded, over
time, to encompass all of the continent’s 54 countries.
Spain and South Africa cooperate closely on issues relating to Africa, including the pursuit of a common agenda
on issues relating to international developments and global peace. A strategic partnership exists between South
Africa and Spain in terms of advocating poverty eradication and cooperation in initiatives aimed at sustainable
growth and development in Africa. In all its engagements,
South Africa has always ensured that the enhancement of
the African Agenda is the central theme. Therefore, South Africa stands poised to facilitate impactful entry to the
Continent. South Africa believes that greater economic
development of individual various countries of Africa will
also benefit others.
SOUTH AFRICA
What does South Africa still need to do to consolidate its
economic growth and industrialization agenda?
South Africa is the second largest economy in Africa and
the most sophisticated economy on the Continent. However, South Africa’s economy has a marked duality, with
a sophisticated financial and industrial base, but these
having grown alongside the three challenges facing the
country, i.e. unacceptably high levels of unemployment,
social inequalities and racialised face of poverty. These
challenges are without doubt as a consequence of our
unfortunate past which was characterized by separate
development and infringement of rights of the majority
of our population as espoused by the now-defunct Apartheid policy that was followed for some many years before the advent of current democratic governance system,
which started in 1994 under the late Former President
Nelson Mandela, followed by President Thabo Mbeki
and culminated into the current Administration under
President Jacob Zuma. The South African Government
is currently implementing key sectoral aspects of two
important policy documents that were developed by the
current Administration under the leadership of President
Jacob Zuma, i.e. the National Development Plan Vision
2030 and the National Growth Path, which are aimed at
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ensuring that South Africa addresses its challenges holistically and systemically. In order to unlock South Africa’s
economic potential, the South African Government has
decided to focus on six priority sectors, i.e. infrastructure
development, expansion of the agricultural value chain,
expansion of the mining value chain, green economy programmes (renewable energy), blue economy/ocean economy, tourism and the manufacturing sector as part of
its Industrial Policy Action Plan. Central to the delivery
of these priority sectors is the Government’s unwavering
objective to promote the use of the local materials, while
also engaging international partners for participation at
various levels such as through foreign direct investments,
technology as well as skills transfer or knowledge economy in general.
Furthermore, the South African economy cannot realize
desirable levels of growth and wealth distribution if it is not
fully linked to the regional integration agenda of the African
Continent. As such, South Africa is a member of the 14-nation Southern African Development Community (SADC)
regional bloc and is also part of the just-launched Tripartite Free Trade Area (T-FTA) between SADC, the Common
Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA) and
the East African Community (EAC) covering 26 countries
with a population of 626 million and with a combined GDP
of USD 1 trillion. South Africa’s strategic partners such as
BRICS (Brazil India China South Africa) countries, European Union, United States of America and various formations of the South and North provide needed opportunities
for the South African economy particularly that our economy has developed to be highly integrated into the global
economy.
What are the key challenges facing South Africa and how
does the Government plan to resolve them?
As indicated above, South Africa, due to historic reasons, is dealing with the legacy of the triple challenges
of inequality, poverty and unemployment. After studying the roots of these, the South African Government
has identified five overarching broad national priorities: i.e. (a) Job creation, (b) Health, (c) Education,
(d) Fighting Corruption and Crime, and (e) Rural Development, Land Reform and Food Security. Due to
heightened economic expansion in the last few years,
including population increase (currently at 55 million),
there has been high demand for energy infrastructural
development. In response to this challenge, the South
African Government has adopted the Integrated Energy Plan, which will inform the country’s future energy
mix and prioritize policy interventions for future programmes within the energy sector. While these processes are underway the Government has engaged in
extensive investments in the renewable energy projects
such as solar and wind power. In this regard there has
been notably strong participation by Spanish companies in the delivery of these projects. The country is
also engaged in preparation of other energy projects
that relate to hydro and nuclear supplies.

How does South Africa hope to succeed in building a
united nation within the backdrop of a divided society
inherited from apartheid?
South Africa is recognized as a Rainbow Nation, which reflects the character of our diverse cultures, languages, etc.
Since the advent of democratic dispensation in South Africa,
the country continues to grapple with the question of national unity. This was in any case expected to be the challenge
especially that the Apartheid system was built over years and
has affected all people, black and white. While the remnants
of Apartheid may still be felt today, it is however our collective national objective to build a non-racial and united
country through ensuring that Apartheid cracks are sealed
by building inclusive institutions as well as by implementing
non-discriminatory policies in various sectors of our society
such as in the areas of education, sports, justice, economic
participation, property rights and many more. Most South
Africans identify with the country and are determined to
ensure that their children live and grow in a country that

is prosperous, diversified and yet united under one goal of
promoting, among other, the African philosophy of UBUNTU, which champions the principles of sharing and caring
for one another. These values and objectives are well elucidated in the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa. It
will be interesting to pay more attention to the Bill of Rights
as contained by the Constitution.
How does South Africa deal with the challenging inﬂux of
immigrants, especially in the light of the recent isolated incidents of attacks against foreign nationals in some areas of
the country?
In the new Constitution of a free and democratic South
Africa, we made a promise to ourselves and to the world
that we would remain committed to the values of human
dignity, the achievement of equality and the advancement of
human rights and freedoms; non-racialism; non-sexism and
the rule of law. At the same time, as a member of the UN
Human Rights Council for the period 2014 to 2016, South
Africa continues to take the lead in ensuring that the Council
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implements the commitments of the UN World Conference against Racism, Racial Discrimination, Xenophobia and
Related Intolerance, which was hosted by South Africa in
2001. South Africa, therefore, stands unwaveringly against
all types of intolerance such as racism, xenophobia, homophobia and sexism.
Unfortunately, incidences of poor and unemployed people
fighting over scarce and limited resources are not unique to
South Africa and have manifested in different forms globally. These incidences are a sign of increasing contestations
over scarce resources and underdevelopment. In response
to such occurrences the South African Government has
approved a series of measures to prevent such events from
occurring in future.
GLOBAL ISSUES
There seems to be a shift in the world’s political and economic landscape to a multi-polar system. How do you
view the role of South Africa and the BRICS countries
in this context?
Power shifts in the global political and economic system
have increased the relevance of the Asian, African and
Latin America regions, with new emerging powers increasing their global influence. South-South trade is expanding rapidly and the new sources of growth in the global
economy are in the South. As the 21st Century unravels,
partnerships and close relations with countries of the
South are becoming more critical as part of global struggle against poverty and underdevelopment as well as due
to the fact that these countries face similar challenges.
In this regard, joining the BRICS alliance is an important
development in the recent history of South Africa’s inter-
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national relations. South Africa
was invited to become a member of the BRICS in December
2010. Our membership has
produced tangible benefits by
way of strengthened economic
cooperation with our BRICS
partners, tacit support to the
African agenda and calls for
reform of global governance
architectures. Within BRICS,
the New Development Bank
has formally been established
at the Summit held in Fortaleza, Brazil. The decision by the
BRICS leaders to task South
Africa with the responsibility
of serving as domicile for the
Bank’s Africa Regional Centre, not only raises the level of
co-operation within BRICS in
addressing global challenges,
but it is yet another indicator of South Africa’s growing
significance in driving the African agenda.
South Africa is a strong believer in multilateralism and,
as such, is committed, together with other members of
the BRICS, to the restructuring of the global financial architecture and the reform of the United Nations system,
in particular the composition of the Security Council in
order to ensure that this critical component of the UN
is aligned with the changing global economic and political realities. However, South Africa remains committed
in keeping strong strategic relations with EU and US as
these regions are most important contributors for South
Africa’s economic development.
How would you deﬁne the present relations between
South Africa and Europe?
We have strengthened our existing political and economic relations with Europe. The European Union
remains one of South Africa’s largest trading partners,
with the region generating more than a third of South
Africa’s total trade. It remains an important source of
foreign direct investment and official development assistance into South Africa, as well as a primary market
for tourism. Bilateral relations with European nations
in general extend considerably beyond political, diplomatic and trade relations, finding expression through
cooperation in areas of science and technology, arts
and culture and shared values around democracy and
human rights. South Africa believes that an increase in
EU-African Union cooperation in all areas is essential
and should continue to be cohesive. Continental bilateral meetings between the AU and EU are living testimony to this important objective..•
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